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Introduction 
The Thal desert is a vast area lying in Indus plain south of Salt Range between the 
Jhelum and Indus rivers. Its total length from north to south is 304 km, and its maximum 
breadth is 112 km. It extends over the districts of Bhakkar, Khushab, Mianwali, Jhang, 
Layyah, and Muzaffargarh. The climate of Thal is arid, summers are very hot and the 
average annual rainfall varies from 185 mm to 300 mm. The terrain consists of sand 
dunes interspersed with flat chunks of land. The area is rain fed and resource deficit, 
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land is of marginal quality and poverty is inherent. Agriculture and livestock rearing are 
the main sources of livelihoods. The main crop of Thal desert is gram and its cultivation 
has been inappropriately extended over sand dunes. Farming is extensive in nature as 
scope for capital input is limited. Windstorms are a normal feature which cause severe 
soil erosion. The ecology of the area is fragile because of low resilience. The sand 
dunes, when disturbed by over grazing, removal of vegetation or ploughing for cultivation 
get destabilized and start moving due to wind action. The natural vegetation is sparse 
which consists of xerophytic trees, bushes, forbs and grasses. Due to harsh 
environmental factors, the biodiversity is low. Sizable area of Thal desert is affected by 
water logging  due to seepage from  Chashama Jhelum Link Canal emanating from river 
Indus and terminating at Shergarh in river Jhelum. 
 
The main problems of Thal tract include aridity, degradation of land due to wind erosion 
and water logging. The process of land desertification is continuously taking place due to 
changes in land use from pasturing to cultivation, over grazing by livestock, clearance of 
vegetative cover and water logging due to seepage from link canal. 
 
Soil Erosion 
It is the process of detachment of earth material, its movement/ transportation through 
air or water and its deposition at an other place. A certain amount of erosion is a natural 
process which is essential for soil formation. Most of the concerns about soil erosion are 
related to accelerated erosion where natural rate of soil erosion increases significantly, 
due to human activity. In Thal tract, the soil erosion is caused by wind which results in 
deposition of sand on cultivated area, damage to standing crops, choking of water 
channels, blocking of roads etc.  
 
Water logging 
Water logging is a state in which subsoil water table is located at or near the soil surface 
or  water is accumulated in the roots zone which may not be visible on the soil surface. 
During every flow period of the Chashma Jhelum Link Canal, the water table of adjoining 
area rises stretching miles together in breadth on both sides of the link canal. 
Appropriate land use like, raising of shelterbelts and planting of trees can help to reduce 
water logging. 
 
Shelterbelt  
Shelterbelt is a plantation usually made up of single or multiple rows of trees/shrubs 
planted in such a manner as to provide shelter from the wind and to protect soil from 
erosion and save crops against wind damage. Shelterbelts reduce wind speed to a 
distance of ten times on windward and twenty times on leeward sides of the shelterbelts’ 
height. 
 
Characteristics of Thal Desert 
Thal desert has typical characteristics which are as follows:- 
 
1. Water scarcity:- Thal is a hot and dry desert where scarcity of water prevails. The 

underground water, however, is generally fit for irrigation. 
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2. Fragility:- The sand dunes if once disturbed, are extremely difficult to stabilize due 

to their low resilience.  
 
3. Marginality:- Due to aridity, high evapo-transpiration ratio and low soil fertility, the 

productivity of land is low. 
 
4. Desertification due to soil erosion and water logging:- Due to seepage from link 

canal, vast area has been rendered water logged. Water logging and accelerated soil 
erosion are continuously causing desertification of land. 

 
Combating Desertification in Thal Tract  
Appropriate interventions to combat soil erosion and water logging consist of restoration 
of vegetative cover, raising of shelterbelts and tree plantations. The shelterbelts and tree 
plantations break speed of the wind, checks wind erosion, stabilize sand dunes, protect 
cultivated land against deposition of sand, save crops against scorching wind and injury 
due to abrasion by blowing sand, check loss of moisture by desiccating winds, save 
water channels from chocking with sand, protect roads against blockage, improve 
wildlife habitat, enhance biodiversity, improve air quality by intercepting airborne dust 
particles and thus check the process of desertification. Similarly trees are able to draw 
water from water logged area to keep the water level down so that other crops can grow. 
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FARASH (TAMARIX APHYLLA) SHELTERBELT 
Method of Treatment for Raising of Shelterbelts / Tree Plantations 
Shelterbelts/tree plantations were raised in Thal desert through community participation. 
The shelterbelts/tree plantations were raised by the farmers on their land. The suitable 
xerophytic species are ‘Farash’ (Tamarix aphylla), ‘Jand’ (Prosopis cineraria), ‘Siris’ 
(Albezia lebbek), ‘Ber’ (Zizyphus mauritiana) etc. Seepage from link canal passing 
through Thal desert has caused wide spread water logging. For such areas, the proper 
phreatophyte tree species are ‘Farash’ and eucalyptus which transpire water luxuriantly 
to lower water table. ‘Farash’ is a xerophyte but when ground water is available, it 
becomes a phreatophyte. The phreatophytes help in disposing excess water biologically. 
 
Area Planted with Shelterbelts/Tree Plantations in Thal tract 
The district wise area planted by beneficiaries on their own land is as follows:- 

S. No Name of District Total Area Planted (Acres ) 
1 Khushab 2162 
2 Bhakkar 1389 
3 Layyah 853 
 Total 4404 

 
As a result of demonstration and spin off effect of this beneficial practice, a large number 
of farmers in the area have raised/are raising shelterbelts/tree plantations on their land 
on self help basis. 
 
Financial Aspects  
The total cost involved for raising and maintenance of trees on one acre is about Rs 
41,000. The estimated income after 5 to 10 years will be about Rs. 416,920 per acre as 
follows  
 
Value of One Acre of Shelterbelts/Tree Plantations at 5 to 10 years of age in Rs. 

 
i. Market price  of trees over one acre (market value)   =400,000/- 
 
ii. Fodder price of 30 fodder tree per acre at the rate of Rs. 100/- per tree 

(market value)          =3000/- 
 
iii. Increase in yield of  crop of adjoining fields due to improved  

microclimate at the rate of 10% (production function)  =1000/- 
 
iv. Cow dung saved from burning by substitution with  

fuel wood (substitute goods approach)    =6000/- 
 
v. Avoidance of yield losses of crops due to prevention of  desertification  
      at the rate of 10% (preventive expenditure)                                     =1000/- 
 
vi. Air pollution control and carbon storage. (damage cost avoided) -  not calculated 
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vii. Checking of chocking of water courses (replacement / salvage cost method) 
         =1920/- 

viii. Saving/ conserving 10% soil moisture after irrigations from  
blowing of winds. (preventive expenditure approach)  =4000/- 

Total Value of One Acre Plantation  = Rs. 416,920   

 
SHELTERBELTS BREAK SPEED OF WINDS AND REDUCE ITS EROSIVE POWER   
 
Impact of Raising of Shelterbelts / Tree Plantations 
The major benefit of raising of shelterbelts/tree plantations are improvement in 
awareness and capacity of people of Thal desert to manage their natural resources i.e 
land, water, trees etc on sustainable basis. The livelihood capabilities of participating 
communities have been enhanced. The direct and indirect benefits are as follows:- 
 
Production and Economic Benefits: These trees will generate a revenue of Rs. 
300,000 to 450,000 per acre from sale of timber and fuel wood after 5 to 10 years. The 
farmers would be better-off and feel more secure because there are less chances of 
failure of trees due to bad rain years as compared to gram crop. This practice has 
helped the community to utilize land for raising of trees which was otherwise lying 
unutilized due to water logging, erosion etc. 
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Socio Cultural Benefits: The beneficiaries have enhanced their livelihood capabilities. 
This activity has increased mutual interaction and cohesion within the community. It has 
enhanced their ability to strive for self help and collective action for common cause. It 
has improved quality of life of people and provided work for the youth who previously 
used to idle away time. It has provided additional employment in the rural area. 
 
Ecological Benefits: The environment has been improved. There is less dust 
suspended in the atmosphere. The sand dunes have been stabilized and soil erosion 
reduced. Water logged area has been productively utilized for tree growth. The micro 
climate has improved. 
 
Additional Benefits: The chocking of water channels, blocking of roads and paths and 
other adverse effects of the vagaries of nature have been reduced. People of the area 
say that intensity and duration of dust storms have been reduced. 

 
GROWN UP EUCALYPTUS PLANTATION/SHELTERBELT 

 
Conclusion  
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The technological package for raising of shelterbelts and tree plantations is simple and 
easy. 
 
• People have adopted this technology and are replicating it. 
 
• This activity has helped to check wind erosion and water logging. 
 
• Production of timber, firewood and fodder will help in poverty reduction. 


